
Time to throw the L plates away and 
take to the open road.

PASS YOUR DRIVING TEST

Not always easy, especially if you're on 
a budget, but there's plenty of advice 
out there for first time buyers.

Black box insurance policies often 
appear cheaper than traditional 
cover when comparing prices, but 
the Ts & Cs vary greatly, so check 
out the small print. Look out for:

Pay as You Go mileage restrictions

(you pay for a set number of miles up 
front and when you have used them 
up, you have to buy more to be able 
to continue driving).

Curfew penalties 

(certain jobs mean late or early hours, 
so check out if you will receive routine 
penalties, such as an additional charge, 
for driving out of set hours).

Driving penalties 
(such as if you break a speed limit, 
or exhibit negative habits).

Road tax - varies from no charge to more than £1,000.

Cost of parts and servicing - certain manufacturers supply much 
cheaper parts than others.

Car insurance group - typically, the higher the group, the higher the      
 price of cover. Use a comparison site to get prospective quotes.

BUY YOUR FIRST CAR

CHECK OUT THE COSTS

CONSIDER THE BENEFITS OF 
TELEMATICS INSURANCE

ALWAYS READ THE SMALL PRINT
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Safely of course!

There are a number of excellent benefits of having a telematics device fitted 
in your car - these vary from insurer to insurer, but the most common are:

You can learn 
from your 

driving data

Your vehicle can be 
tracked in the event 
of a reported theft

You can prove, even as 
a new driver, that you 
are safe on the roads

You can benefit from 
cheaper car insurance 

In the event of an accident 
the data recorded by the 
box could help to speed 

up a claim

5 6 GET IN YOUR CAR 
AND DRIVE

MAKE SURE ALL YOUR CAR’S 
DETAILS ARE IN ORDER

Get a receipt MOT

Road tax

Vehicle registration 
document V5

Insurance in place 
(preferably with a 
telematics device 
fitted to your car)

Coverbox are providers of black box insurance which offers plenty of benefits with none of the drawbacks. 
Our cheap car insurance policies require customers to have a telematics box fitted in their car.

Please feel free to share this infographic with attribution and a link to www.coverbox.co.uk

GETTING ON THE ROAD CHEAPLY 
FOR NEW DRIVERS

Six Steps to 

Coverbox policies have none of the above.

https://www.coverbox.co.uk/black-box-car-insurance
https://www.coverbox.co.uk
https://www.coverbox.co.uk

